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VARIATION IN PATTERNS OF HUMAN GROWTH: 
A CONCEPT OF THE STRATEGY OF GROWTH
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Abstract: The main purpose o f  this paper is to provide an insight into some aspects o f the theoretical auxol- 
ogy. A concept o f  the strategy o f  growth as a unique interaction between genotype and environments the devel
oping organism meets in the course o f its individual life. The individual strategy may be recognised phenotypi- 
cally as a non-standardised pattern o f growth. The intrinsic and extrinsic causal factors o f the unique genotype 
by environment interactions are involved in a model o f  growth in quantitatively varying metric traits. The model 
is a compilation o f two traditional approaches: that o f  quantitative genetics (genes and environments) and that 
o f developmental biology (epigenetic factor). Empirical data supported the theoretical framework derives from  
the Poznan Growth Study o f  longitudinal design. The sample consists o f  284 boys and 270 girls born in 1980, 
aged between 5 and 14 years and growing up within the three levels o f  SES: high, medium and low. Individual 
growth curves are plotted with the use o f nonstructural approach where the residuals are smoothed by Fourier 
estimation. The number and intensity o f minigrowth spurts depend on the timing, intensity and duration o f  envi
ronmental factors operating on the developing organism. The tendency o f  growth is presented in terms o f  a lin
ear regression equation. The results obtained indicate that environmental factors do not favour any specific strat
egy o f growth; despite o f the environmental factors all theoretically assumed strategies o f growth are presented.
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Introduction

One of the properties of a living organism is its ability to changes. This tendency is well 
visible in the course of individual life. It is known that a human being like all animals begins 
its life as a single cell, the fertilised ovum. Equally, it passes through all the stages of its 
development in predetermined sequence in some environments. The transformation of an 
organism from one developmental stage to another is the result of a unique interaction 
between its genes and the environmental milieu the developing organism meets in the 
course of its life. It is evident, that every individual has his/her own history of life and pat
tem of growth and development. Searching for the most plausible explanation for the mech
anism of developmental changes several methodological attempts are undertaken. The pre
sent study has the ambition to be one of them. The main purpose of this study is to pro
vide a theoretical framework for a concept of the individual strategy of growth and its 
empirical exemplification.

Material and methods

The material consists of individual growth patterns in body height of children born in 
1980. They have been participants in the Poznan Growth Study, since 1985 (Kaczmarek 
1995). The sample under study consists of 554 subjects e.g. 284 boys and 270 girls aged 
between 5 and 14 years. The Longitudinal design of the project includes monitoring of the 
children’s growth within social classes of the society. Standing body height were measured 
semi-annually with the use of the GPM anthropometer and with acceptable accuracy
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(Cameron 1984). The socioeconomic status (SES) was chosen as representative for envi
ronmental factors. According to the rank of a single social variable, high (A), medium (B) 
and low (C) levels of the SES were distinguished. High level of SES was assessed if both 
parents have academic education, one child, provide the best financial and dwelling condi
tions, medium level of SES was assessed if both parents have secondary education, two chil
dren and the medium possibilities of financial and dwelling support of the family. Low level 
of SES was assessed if both parents have primary or vocational education, more than three 
children, they provide the worst financial and dwelling conditions of life.

Individual curves of growth in height were plotted with the use of the procedure pro
posed by Jolicoeur, Pontier, Abidi (Jolicoeur et al. 1992). The JPA2 procedure is based on 
the assumption previously pointed out by Robertson, that human growth in metric traits 
may be distinguished as some additive, more or less independent phases of growth. In the 
described model three phases of the continuous growth are distinguished: early childhood, 
middle childhood and adolescence. The JPA2 model is a seven parametric asymptotic 
mathematical formula. The goodness of ft of this model over the investigated range of age 
was good: the mean square error averaged 0,58 cm in boys and 0,52 cm in girls. Despite of 
the good fit of the JPA2 model to measurements of height, the average residuals in each 
yearly interval were not everywhere zero, showing that the model had some bias. Both the 
size of the root mean squares and the sign of the patterns in the residuals indicate the pres
ence of some remaining systematic variation. It reveals some evidence for waves of slightly 
accelerated or decelerated growth often lasting one or two years (minigrowth spurts) dur
ing middle childhood. These deviations from the main trajectory of growth reflects the indi
vidual strategy of development which is adequate to interactions between genotype and 
environmental factors.

Results

A concept of the individual strategy of growth

It is well known that the sequential ordering and timing of specific events in the course 
of the individual life cycle are controlled and regulated by factors recognised as four major 
categories: intrinsic genetic, epigenetic, maternal genetic and extrinsic environmental fac
tors. Showing the maternal genetic factor, it is emphasised at the same time that mam
malian, as well as human, development is under the control of two separate genomes: 
maternal and progeny. Extrinsic environments where human being completes its activities 
are recognised as: uterine, nursing and postweaning. Environmental factors may act gener
ally or specifically by modifying genetically programmed pattem of growth and size and 
shape of morphological structures. The four categories of causal factors of development are 
related either by interaction or by determination. They constitute elements of the model for 
human growth and development (Figure 1). The model is a compilation of two traditional 
approaches: that of quantitative genetics (genes and environment) and that of develop
mental biology (epigenetic factor). It seems that this model is adequate for better under
standing of the relative roles of the intrinsic and epigenetic control and regulation of growth 
and development. Genetic (endogenous) control of development is possible due to the fact 
that the progeny genome provides the blue-print for development. This does not mean that 
genes directly influence the shape of a particular morphological structure. They may rather
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act locally (intrinsically) by coding for structural or regulatory elements or regulating their 
expression and activities. They may also act epigenetically (extrinsically) to influence the 
activities of cells at a distance (hormone regulation). There are non-heritable conditions 
which may have a significant impact on development. Environmental (exogenous) factors 
may blur the contribution of genetic and heritable epigenetic factors to the development 
within the reaction norm of genotype.

A concept of the individual strategy of development refers to an adaptable „responses“ 
of the growing organism to various environmental stresses. The most likely mechanism of 
this „responses“ seems to be multiple; it depends on the specific relation between suscep
tibility of the genotype to various environmental factors (genetic flexibility) and the epige
netic regulation of growth. The result of this unique genotype by environment interaction 
may be phenotypically recognised as a non-standardised pattern of growth.

Individual strategies of growth within the different level o f SES

It is also perfectly clear that body height is particularly prone to nutritional and envi
ronmental influences. Environmental control of the growth pattern is tend to be verified 
within the range of socioeconomic conditions (Bielicki 1986)

Individual strategy of development is shown by example taken at random from the whole 
sample. Distance and velocity curves were plotted against the age with the use of the non- 
structural methodological approach. The JPA2 procedure used in combination with 
Fourier analysis of residuals emphasised the short time variation in the preadolescent pat
tern of growth. In the next step, the tendency of growth was assessed according to the equa
tion of linear regression. This made possible to characterise the periodicity of growth as 
being monotonically directional (positive or negative) or fluctuating.
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Fig. I: A quantitative genetic model of metric trait development



Girl 166 lives in a family with medium SES (Figure 2).

ACE (VRS.)

The distance curve is at the 50, which means that the status of growth is perfectly aver
age. Velocity curve indicates that the tempo is rather slow, since it is at the position of 25 
percentile. The adolescent growth spurt in height begins at age 8.80 yrs (only two months 
later than on average) and the velocity at this time (MPP) is 5.01 cm/yr. PHV begins at 
11.96 yrs and its intensity is lower than average - 6.70 cm/yr. The total adolescent increment 
is 33.11 cm and attained height is 163.90 cm, slightly smaller than at average. Nonstructural 
velocity curve indicates as many as 7 short term growth spurts at various ages and intensi
ty which are responses of the organism to environmental stresses. There is a tendency for 
negative (N) pace of growth in body height in this girl. The negative tendency indicates that 
growth in body height undergoes on monotonically lower developmental levels in the sub
sequent stages of individual life.

The distribution of the individual tendencies in growth expressed in terms of the linear 
regression within each level of SES indicate that environmental factors do not favour a def
inite strategy of growth. All theoretically possible strategies were presented in the sample 
under study within high, medium and low level of SES.

Discussion

Considering complex characters or patterns such as height or growth it is clear that they 
imply the interaction of many factors. Therefore, normal variability within a population for 
those characters is typically assumed to result from additive polygenic inheritance and envi
ronmental factors which make some contribution to the variation. Although it is a clear evi
dence for high heritability of body height, environment plays an important role in modify
ing genetically programmed course of growth. The status and rate of growth are found to 
be the most sensitive indicators of environmental impacts on growth during childhood 
(Bielicki 1986, Tanner 1992, Hauspie et al .1995).
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Fig. 2: Girl no 166 from a family with medium level of SES : 
distance and velocity curves (nonstructural model, Fourier estimation of residuals)



Socioeconomic status has equally important impact on growth and development but 
always as a secondary influence interacting with nutrition, health care, well being. The ade
quacy of the total quantity of food consumed is essentials for human growth (Kimura 1984, 
Susanne et al. 1987). It is accepted that the education of the parents are connected with 
eating habits and numerous other factors which affect growth and development of the child. 
Some authors have even shown that the status and rate of development depends more on 
psycho-social factors than on purely economic conditions (Tanner 1992).

Conclusions

The results of this study indicate a clear evidence for the diversity in individual strate
gies of growth which may be found phenotypically in the individual pattern of growth. This 
pattern is non-standardised and in the preadolescent period is characterized by short terms 
variation. The mechanism of the individual strategy of growth is assumed to be multiple 
and is found as the result of the specific relationship between genetic susceptibility to envi
ronmental factors and the regulation of growth by epigenetic factors. As development pro
ceeds in different environments interacting with genotype, it seems that the conceptual 
model of factors determining processes of growth is adequate for better understanding of 
the mechanism responsible for biological differences between social classes.

It seems that findings of the studies postulated pulsatile or cyclical nature of growth can 
approximate this problem even better (Ashizawa, Kawabata 1990, Lampl et. al 1992, 
Hermanussen, Burmeister 1993)
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